
THE FIRST contact between Jonas
Savimbi and the US government
was in 1961, while Savimbi was
studying in Europe.
After hearing an American spokes-
person speaking about US support
for a .det

	

lion fa all
peoples of the world . Savimbi
arrived at the US Embassy in Bern,
Switzerland, and introduced him-
self as the future president of
Angola.
Clearly, the US is now interested

in taking Savimbi up on his offer .
Savimbi's politics have swung in

many directions since then . It
seems Savimbi is a politician whose
interest is power, and is not choosy
about who or what helps him .
Initially he worked with the Ango-

lan independence movement,
FNLA, which the US was backing
as an alternative to the Soviet-sup-
ported Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA) .
But tensions within the FNLA
leadership led to a split, and in

1966, Units the National Union for
the Total Independence of Angola
was formed, under Savimbi's
leadership .
Alter two decades of nationalist
rebellion and guerrilla warfare,
Angola won f s indepetadeaoe from
Portugal in 1975, The Marxist
Popular Movement for the Libera-
tion of Angola. MPLA soon proved
it had majority support, and in 1976
estabiithod the Pw

ort
ple's Repubbc

of Angola .
But this did not happen without

determined US and South African
moves to put Units in power .
Through America's Central Intel-
ligence Agency (CIA), maaive
funding was being pumped into
Unite . With US backing, SA
invaded southern Angola in early-
1976 in the hopes of leading Units
to victory . This failed, and when the
CIA's involvement was exposed,
the US government passed the
Clarke Amendment law which ban-
ned further aid to the rebels .
Shortly after this SA raid, Cuban
forces were brought in to help
defend Angola against further raids
and destabilisation by Units and
the SADF .
A decade later, the Cuban forces

are still there . Ironically, one of
their tasks i to protect American
oil installations in the northern pro-
vines from Units attack .
American firms drill over 80 per-

cent of Angola's oil, making it
Angola's largest training partner .
But, Savimbi has vowed to destroy
the most important American oil
installation a Gulf Chevron plant in

Cabinda . Support for Savimbi has
placed Washington in an awkward
position of providing military assis-
tance to an organisation planning to
sabotage US property .
Savimbi's czplaaadom that "we

don't want to kill Americans, but
we have to do something to stop
those billions going into the coffers
of the Russians and Cubans" dis-
qualifies him as a terrorist in the
eyes of the Reagan administration .
Units's aims are clear: to grind the
Angolan economy to a halt ; to pee-
vent development ; and to destroy
agriculture .
AU this to stir up discontent with

the government .
At present, Savimbi is trying to
force the MPLA government to
share power with Units .
He claims control of a third of the

country .
But his chances of winning greater

power are small seizing power from
the MPLA would require resources
Savimbi doesn't have, and the
MPLA is not prepared to negotiate
a compromise .
And although the Angolan

economy has been Beverly damaged
by the civil war, the MPLA is sup-
ported by the majority of the Ango-
Ian people .

An MPLA spokesperson, Gaspar-
Martins, summarised the MPLA's
position saying, "The US is backing
the loser. Savimbi is a loser . He
cannot win .
"To us he is known as 'Judas'

Savimbi because of his treason link-
inghimself to SA ."
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